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About This Game

Operation Polarity Hook takes First Person Shooters to the next level by combining combat specifically designed for VR with a
revolutionary new movement system that does not rely on teleporting. Finally achieve the same degree of control WASD and

mouse look give you in this natural evolution of first person shooters into the VR experience. Attach to walls and swing through
the environment on a beam of energy code named “Polarity Hook” as you battle enemies and fight to save human kind!

Features:

Movement VR:
Navigate the VR environment with our revolutionary new movement system! Run, jump, and interact with the environment in a
way that feels right and keeps you in the action. Our team has worked hard to bring the fun and excitement of your favourite PC

platformers to the VR experience. Join the revolution now!

Combat VR:
Engage the enemy with an arsenal of weapons specifically designed for VR. Weather your running and gunning, shooting

around corners, taking cover, punching doors, or just lobbing grenades; we have designed the experience to be as immersive and
exciting as possible using every aspect of VR to its fullest potential. Your arsenal is strong but the enemy may be stronger. Will

you be able to master each weapon and give yourself the edge needed to succeed?

Swing & Slide:
If you combine the free fall of skydiving, the adrenaline rush of zip lining, and the hairpin turns of racing; you'll just start to

scratch the surface of how it feels to swing and slide through our VR world. Combined with our ground movement and combat
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systems you'll be able to attach to surfaces and swing through your environment on your own personal combat roller coaster. Let
us reawaken the thrill seeker inside you!

Included in this release:

12 Tutorial Levels

1st Campaign Chapter

2 Jungle Gyms

3 Death-match vs AI (Survival, Timed, Battle Royal)

Story:

The year is 3077. Civilization has retreated from the world into massive super metropolises leaving the environment to flourish
without human intervention. Humankind has spread to the stars colonizing neighboring systems; taking their first steps into a

much larger arena. This is when the Event happened. It forever changed the course of history but started with a small explosion
in a minor power relay in an obscure Sutropolis on Earth.

LOG: z3077.01.21 [Source: Unknown]
We are trapped behind enemy lines but Vincent the lead scientist was able to cloak our facility before this part of the city was

overrun. Vincent has been studying their technology since the Event occurred and said he was on the verge of a breakthrough. I
hope that's true. The sounds of battle are around us and yesterday there was an orbital bombardment that could have only come
from one of our star ships. Things must be really bad if they are willing to rain down that kind of destruction on the city. I have

no idea if my family was able to evacuate before the fighting began. I must put that out of my mind though. I've been selected to
go into enemy territory tomorrow to retrieve tech from an abandoned storage facility. It's the only way to finish Vincent's device

and turn the tide of battle. I can't fail, I won't fail!

Humankind might not get a second chance.
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Title: Operation: Polarity Hook
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Cronoforge Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Cronoforge Studios Inc.
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 (equivalent or better)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 (equivalent or better)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: HDMI 1.4 or DisplayPort 1.2

English
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